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If you were unable to make it to Safety 
Day on April 22, 2022 – we missed you! 
If you drive a Lindblad truck, please be 
sure to check your fire extinguisher’s 
tag date. If you need a replacement fire 
extinguisher, please coordinate with 
Safety. While you’re at it – please check 
expirations on first-aid and burn-gel kit 
supplies. 

Safety Day Follow-Up

Preventing Hand 
Injuries
To avoid soft-tissue and repetitive trauma 
injuries, consider the below best practices 
when working with tools or in unnatural 
positions:  

Keep wrist neutral and hold tools with 
a relaxed grip. 

Use ergonomic tools when available.

Take breaks from repetitive tasks to 
complete stretches.

Maintain neutral (relaxed) shoulder 
posture.

Wear proper fitting gloves. If vibration 
hazard exists, consider wearing anti-
vibration gloves.











Source: On-Site Physical Therapy Email Newsletter

And the Award Goes To…
Lindblad! Lindblad has recently been 
awarded three safety awards based 
on our safety efforts for 2021. Not only 
did Lindblad work over 250,000 man-
hours, but we did so with ZERO OSHA 
recordable injuries. Kudos to each and 
every one of you!

The awards are: 

Chicagoland Associated General 
Contractors: Safety Recognition 
Award

Three Rivers Manufacturing 
Association: Meritorious and Gold 
Safety Awards





Flammable Liquids Safety

Source: https://www.safetyandhealthmagazine.com/articles/22368-chemical-safety-101-flammable-liquids

Flammable liquids such as fuels, cleaning 
products, and solvents must be handled 
with caution and stored properly. Follow the 
below tips when handling these products:

Flammable liquids need to be stored 
in approved glass, plastic or metal 
containers and labeled appropriately. 

If you are filling a container with a 
flammable liquid, only fill to 80% 
capacity – this provides space for 
vapor and the liquid to expand if 
temperature changes occur. 











When traveling with flammable liquids, 
always store the container in the bed of 
your truck or trunk of your car. 

Never smoke within 50 feet of 
flammable liquids; vapors near 
containers are not visible and can 
ignite.

When in question, adhere to the 
Safety Data Sheet – these can be 
found on MSDSOnline, or are widely 
available on the internet if you are 
using chemicals at home.

Lindblad Chemical 
Processing 
Requirements
When a product is ordered or purchased, 
request a Safety Data Sheet (if not 
already on file) and send it to Safety. 
If the hazard is new to the employees 
(not the chemical/product name, rather 
the associated hazards) all affected 
employees need training. Safety will post 
the SDS to MSDSOnline.

When material is returned to the 
Lindblad Shop:

1)

2)

3)

Place in designated location in 
the shop. Work with shop staff to 
determine this location. 

Indicate the expiration date of the 
chemical on each container (never the 
lid).

Maintain inventory as directed by your 
Project Manager.

A Lindblad subcontractor was welding near 
a building when sparks from the welding 
process landed in a space between the 
building and a pre-cast set of stairs.

The space contained wet leaves from 
recent rain and snow, however, the sparks 
started the leaves to smolder, the building, 
being under negative pressure, pulled the 
smoke in through cracks/openings in the 

Client Smoke Alarm Set Off
buildings structure, causing the smoke 
alarm to go off.

The fire watch was on duty and active 
however, the smoke went inside the 
building, not in the atmosphere.

A reminder, pre-job walk downs include 
‘hidden’ locations and reviews for 
combustible materials, which include 
vegetation.
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A Colorful Diet is a Healthy Diet
Epidemiological research suggests that 
eating a diet rich in fruits and vegetables 
is associated with a reduced risk of many 
chronic diseases such as cardiovascular 
disease and some cancers.

Tips for adding more color to your diet:

Source: St. Margaret’s Health, Healthy You, Spring 2022 Edition

Sneak in veggies. For example, if you 
are making pasta – sneak in some 
peas, or opt for a homemade tomato 
sauce that is free from additives and 
preservatives. 

Shop local farmers markets. Illinois 
ranks third in having the most 
farmers’ markets in the country.





Break out the blender. Smoothies are 
a great way to add fruit (and even 
veggies) to your diet.



Storing and 
Disposing of Paint
Typically store-bought paint will last for 
years if properly stored – around a decade 
for latex and fifteen years for oil-based paint. 
Bad paint will stink when the lid is removed. 
It is recommended that you clean the 
grooves at the top of the paint can, stretch 
plastic wrap over the top, and then tamp the 
lid down onto the container with a rubber 
mallet. Store paints in a cool, dark place. 

When disposing of paint, check for your 
local government requirements. Oil-based 
paints are considered a hazardous material 
and must be disposed of with care. Many 
municipalities offer a hazardous waste 
collection day or offer paint drop-off sites. 
Latex paint can be air-dried, or combined 
with a hardener – store-bought or kitty litter 
works – and then may be disposed of with 
other household garbage.

Suggestions for content you want to read about in the July-August 2022 issue? 
Contact the Safety Department.

Source: https://www.countryliving.com/home-
maintenance/a38748771/how-to-dispose-of-paint/

Source: https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/conditions-and-diseases/exerciserelated-heat-exhaustion

Before heading out into the yard for some 
early summer chores or participating in 
seasonal athletics such as volleyball or 
bicycling, consider the risks of exercise-
related heat exhaustion. 

Exercise-related heat exhaustion happens 
when your body can no longer get rid of 
the extra heat made during exercise, and 
your body temperature rises more than is 
healthy. Exercising outdoors on a hot day 
can cause heat exhaustion and humidity 
can also cause your body to not be able to 
sweat in efforts to cool itself.

Contributing factors: poor physical 
shape or obesity, infection or chronic 
illness, medications such as stimulants 

Exercise-Related Heat Exhaustion
or antihistamines, and not being 
acclimated to hot environment. Women 
and people with pale/white skin are 
more at risk of heat exhaustion. 

Symptoms: rapid heartbeat, fast 
breathing, heavy sweating, dizziness/
fainting, nausea, muscle cramps, 
headache and/or weakness. 

Treatment: cool down by moving to 
shade or air conditioning, removing 
extra layers of clothes, and drinking 
a sports drink/water if no cognitive 
impairment is evident. Within a couple 
hours, you should begin to feel better. If 
not, seek medical attention.

Preparing for Weather Emergencies 
Before the storm: Create an emergency 
plan for severe weather and practice 
drills with your family. Everyone should 
know where to go in the event of a 
tornado or severe storms. Your chosen 
space should have an emergency 
kit readily available – include 
emergency lighting, phone chargers 
and emergency contacts, prescription 
medications, first aid supplies and 
drinking water in your kits. Include any 
necessities for pets as well such as 
water and food. Pay attention to the 
weather conditions. 

During the storm: Seek appropriate 
shelter and monitor the storm via radio, 
internet, or televised broadcast. Do not 
go outdoors during storms with high 
winds, lightning or hail. If there is a 
potential for a tornado, go to the lowest 
level of your home. Stay away from 
windows. 

After the storm: Report any utility 
outages. Do not attempt to walk or drive 
across downed power/communication 
lines, flooded areas, or areas with storm
debris. If you smell gas that may be 
resulting in a leak from damages, 
immediately exit the area. Check on 
neighbors if it is safe to do so. If you are
instructed to exit your home due to 
damages, do not return until it is safe to 
do so.

Source: HBK Engineering ComEd COC Safety All Hand Topic


